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Quantum gases offer the possibility to study the physics of topological excitations such
as vortices and solitons in a very controllable environment. Since Bose condensates
are well  described by a nonlinear Schrödinger equation, they allow for solitons, i.e.
solitary  waves that  preserve their  shape while  propagating.  However, dark  solitons
(propagating as  dips  in  the  density)  are  known to  decay in  superfluid  Bose gases
through  the  snake  instability  mechanism,  unless  they  are  strongly  confined.  The
resulting decay products are solitonic vortices. Recent experiments have extended the
study of these objects to superfluid Fermi gases. Also here, soliton decay into vortices
was observed. For the Fermi superfluids, we have developed an effective field theory
describing the pair condensate with a macroscopic wave function[1] – this theory is the
fermionic counterpart of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for the Bose gases. We use this
theory to demonstrate that there is a qualitative difference between the soliton decay in
the BEC and BCS regimes for the Fermi superfluid. In the BEC regime of tightly bound
pairs, one obtains the expected characteristic snaking deformations, induced by the
amplitude fluctuations of the order parameter. However, in the BCS regime of weakly
bound Cooper pairs,  fluctuations of  the phase destroy the soliton core through the
formation  of  local  Josephson  currents[2].  We  obtain  these  results  not  only  in
simulations based on the effective field method,  but also through a small-amplitude
perturbation analysis of the soliton order parameter. The latter allows to interpret the
decay as  a  coupling  of  the  (localized)  soliton  amplitude  and  phase  modes  to  the
Bogoliubov modes of the fermi superfluid. The Josephson mechanism identified in this
work is qualitatively different from the snaking instability and the difference should be
experimentally observable.
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